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Third floor

Roof units, situated over two levels, where the first floor combines 
common area, bathroom and kitchen, while the second level, accesed 
by ladders, has only a bed and a connection to the shared terrace 
overlooking the area. 

Between the city and nature

Site is located in close proximity to nature of Stadsgraven with lakes 
and vegetation, as well as city centre, which enables residents to both 
enjoy urban life and nature. 

Second floor - the allotment (kolonihave) 
urban rooftop garden concept

The new aluminium lightweight construction volumes on the rooftop 
take the interior qualities of the building and show them outside. 
The new volumes are created by taking the living units, merging them 
together and creating three small allotments for bnb rent, a 
common gathering house for the residents of the building and two 
greenhouses.

Basement

Basement floor combines spacious gym for residents’ health next to 
a common workshop-laundry-drying room. It also has car and bike 
parking and technical areas. Combining the workshop and laundry 
functions together explores the potential of interaction in the 
otherwise isolated waiting rooms.

Ground floor

Ground floor plan contains the residential, house office, bnb and 
incubator-office functions.
Incubator function and housing related functions and flows are sepa-
rated by placing them in different volumes.
The space above the parking would be transformed into the urban 
park, whose detailing is out of the scope of the project.
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Amagerbrogade 268
Grønjordskollegiet
KSHN Ungdomsboliger
Kastrupvej Ungdomsboliger
FSB - kongovej
Frankrigsgade
Øresunds Kollegiet
Bikuben Kollegiet Ørestad

Falkoner Kollegiet
Kollegiet Solbakken - FSB
Bryggegården 
4.Maj Kollegiet

Idun Kollegiet
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Titgen Kollegiet
Rasmus Nielsens Kollegie
Holmbladsgade 70C
Sadolin
FSB

Kvintus 
Støberiet

KSHN Ungdomsboliger
Sofi egaarden
FSB - Absalonsgade 23-25
FSB - BO90
FSB - Griffi n
Øens Kollegium
Kvinderegensen
Mønten Kollegium
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Frederiksberg Boligselskaber Afd Vinstrupgård
Nansensgade 25 
Tranehavegård
OK fondens Den Højvanggård
OK fondens ældreboliger
Peder Lykke Bo
Viktoriagade
Voldboligerne
Godthåbsvej
Tranehavegård
Sundparken
Sjælør Boulevard
Istedgade
Portugalsgade
Oehlenschlægersgade
Livornoparken
Leifgården
Absalonsgade
Vodroffs Tværgade
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Bomi parken
Tagenshus
Irlandsvej
Højdevang Sogns (A) Dementia house (B)
Peder Lykke Centre
Plejecentret Hørgården
Queen Ingrids Home
OK-Centre Prinsesse Benedikte (dementia)
Rundskuedagens Centre
Absalonhus
Bryggergården (alcohol related dementia)
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Chances are 
you will enjoy quality life until you are 90,
you have money and health for traveling.
you enjoy the city: galleries, theatre, opera, bars.

Though.
Chances are, 
you are live alone in a big household.
you have to downsize after kids fi nally move out.
your family rarely visits, there are less friends every year.
you feel lonely.

What if.
There is a place, can become a cell of community.
There is a place, can maintain your privacy.
There is a place, you can grow your own garden.
There is a place, where responsibilities are shared.
There is a place, where you can share your day over dinner.

Also.
This place is in the heart of the city, close to 
galleries, bars, parks. 
You name it.
This place off ers a friend, a community, a sense of belonging.

Well, when would you move in? M
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As always.
You come home after lectures.
Or is it the weekend?
You need to go through tons of papers for uni.
You have a party later this day.
Or is it the gallery opening that you are “interested” on Facebook.
You haven’t called your mum in ages. Not today.

So.
You put on Netfl ix.
You keep on scrolling facebook. Or is it instagram.
You are hungry, but not enough to get up and get out.
You keep on scrollin.
You are lonely.

What if.
There is a place, can become a cell of community.
There is a place, can maintain your privacy.
There is a place, you can grow your own garden.
There is a place, where responsibilities are shared.
There is a place, where you can share your day over dinner.

Also.
This place is in the heart of the city, close to 
galleries, bars, parks. 
You name it.
This place off ers a friend, a community, a sense of belonging.

Well, when would you move in? M
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Living units

Common spaces

Start-up offi ce rental
for additional house 
income

Ved Stadsgraven volume

Gym

Workshop/laundry

Storage units

Bicycle/car parking

Tech. rooms

Basement

Urban roof  garden
Allotment type units
Community house

Living units

Airbnb type units
for additional house
income

Common spaces

Selected middle volume

Living units

Common spaces

House offi ce

Amager blvd. volume

The middle building has living units and developed common 

spaces as well as the additional Airbnb typology and 

shared roof  terrace, light structure greenhouses with urban 

gardening possibility, allotment(kolonihave)-like bnb units 

and a common building dedicated for the house community.

Side buildings’ programme contains the living units, 

building offi ce, common areas and incubator offi ce. 

1=3 or One building - Three volumes

STORAGE

WORK

Conclusion: facade finishing translated in the interior flooring
Facade expression has more contemporary language than the street facades and neighbour 
buildings, but keeps the window composition emphasising the vertical lines. Distinct feature of the 
facade is the meeting of the red brick and the green-white facades of the selected 
volume. The square facade tiles will become a part of the project as a collor choice for the 
facades as well as the translated green tiles in the common areas which is both durable and 
dwell-like choice. 

Palette Palette

Color palette and  motives of skirting applied in the project common areas
Painted green wood and brick architrave combination frames the entrances. The contrast 
between the green paint and red brick tactility is area’s prominent feature.

Conlusion: vertical emphasis composition principle for the volume facades
Registrations of the area show the vertical emphasis in the site buildings that will be implemented 
in the project volume facades in a form of balconies.
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Amager blvd entrance

Symmetric metal lights

Metal letter

Wooden symethric doors

Cast Concrete plinth
becmes the unifying 
element between the fence 
and the building Masonry fence 

Selected building 
becomes part 

of the entrance 
composition

Exposed lintel

Window extends entrance 
composition vertically

Expressive tree shadows

Ved Stadsgraven and Amager Blvd Facades’ ornaments
Skirting, Lintels, Brick masonry, Vertical punctuation, Monotonous, Plastic Skirting, Transom, Brick masonry, Tiles, Fence, Column rhythm, Vertical punctuation

Selected courtyard volume facade ornaments

Address: Ved Stads Graven 15, Amager Blvd 103, København
Building: Office building

Activities: currently being developed into hotel and appartments
Built Year: 1969

Address: Ved Stads Graven 15/Amager Blvd 103, København
Building: Office building

Activities: currently being developed into hotel and appartments
Built Year: 1969

Courtyard basement entrance

Cast conrete plinth the unifying 
element among the buildings

Potted plant
Step framing entrance, 

plinth extension and entrance framing

White plastic Transom

White columns - emphasised
construction elements

Mint green tile fillings 
extends entrance 
composition vertically

Window extends entrance 
composition vertically
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Emphasising the entrance:
Entrance composition follows the window rhythm of the house, as well as the reoccurring element  
of the transom among the neighbour buildings. Distinct element is the exposed white lintel, which 
adds character, nevertheless its uniform repetition becomes monotonious in ansemble with the re-
petitive windows. Ved Stadsgraven entrance is mostly expressed by the new architetural language, 
while Amager blvd entrance preserved the original aesthetics and is in tandem with the windows.

Emphasising the entrance:
The connecting courtyard building volume has a single entrance which leads to the semi-base-
ment and has no distinct markers exept for the framing of the stairs. Facade expression has more 
contemporary language than the street facades and neighbour buildings, but keeps the window 
composition emphasising the vertical lines. Even though the effort of addressing surroundings is 
evident, all three site volumes lack of window gradation vertically as well as dynamics of 
composition and detailing. 

Palette Palette
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of the transom among the neighbour buildings. Distinct element is the exposed white lintel, which 
adds character, nevertheless its uniform repetition becomes monotonious in ansemble with the re-
petitive windows. Ved Stadsgraven entrance is mostly expressed by the new architetural language, 
while Amager blvd entrance preserved the original aesthetics and is in tandem with the windows.

Emphasising the entrance:
The connecting courtyard building volume has a single entrance which leads to the semi-base-
ment and has no distinct markers exept for the framing of the stairs. Facade expression has more 
contemporary language than the street facades and neighbour buildings, but keeps the window 
composition emphasising the vertical lines. Even though the effort of addressing surroundings is 
evident, all three site volumes lack of window gradation vertically as well as dynamics of 
composition and detailing. 
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of the entrance 
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Ved Stadsgraven and Amager Blvd Facades’ ornaments
Skirting, Lintels, Brick masonry, Vertical punctuation, Monotonous, Plastic Skirting, Transom, Brick masonry, Tiles, Fence, Column rhythm, Vertical punctuation

Selected courtyard volume facade ornaments
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Built Year: 1969
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Built Year: 1969

Courtyard basement entrance
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Conclusion: facade finishing translated in the interior flooring
Facade expression has more contemporary language than the street facades and neighbour 
buildings, but keeps the window composition emphasising the vertical lines. Distinct feature of the 
facade is the meeting of the red brick and the green-white facades of the selected 
volume. The square facade tiles will become a part of the project as a collor choice for the 
facades as well as the translated green tiles in the common areas which is both durable and 
dwell-like choice. 

Palette Palette

Color palette and  motives of skirting applied in the project common areas
Painted green wood and brick architrave combination frames the entrances. The contrast 
between the green paint and red brick tactility is area’s prominent feature.

Conlusion: vertical emphasis composition principle for the volume facades
Registrations of the area show the vertical emphasis in the site buildings that will be implemented 
in the project volume facades in a form of balconies.
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Step framing entrance, 
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FINDING AND ARCHIVING MAP OF THE 
CURRENT INSTITUTIONAL HOUSING 

IN COPENHAGEN MUNICIPALITY
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Interior elements and materials registration
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Amager Blvd volume interior elements
Visible structure, Cast conrete texture, Column rhythmWooden handrail, Mint green, Black metal railing, Cast conrete texture, Column rhythm

Selected courtyard volume interior elements

1 4

2 5

3 6

Staircase view from ground floor up

Stair detail and railing detail Kvinderegensen dormitory entrance

Kvinderegensen dormitory entrance

Main courtyard entrance Mønte dormitory street gates

Conlusion: side buildings’ interior motives used in the project
During the building registrations I found quality in the existing staircase with terrazzo stairs, mint 
green walls, mixed wooden and metal railings which will be kept in the project and used as an 

inspiration to interior elements: skirting boards, railings and green translated as the vegetation in 
the greenhouses.

Conlusion: keeping the roughness of the materials of the selected volume
Rough materials of the selected volume as well as the open structure will be used as a part of 
the building interior and become a part of the contemporary ornaments. Intention is tu keep the 
tactility of the materials and soften their look by painting them white.

Methaphor of 2 becomning 
one and 1 becomenig two to 
hold the load

Long and narrow room characteristic

Angles reacting to the buikding 
provoce further use of angles in 
the design process

Exposed structure element

Cast concrete texture

Exposed column as 
well as on the facades

Address: Amager Blvd. 111A, København
Building: Statistik offices

Activities: Being developed into hotel and appartments
Built Year: 1969

Address: Amager Blvd. 111A, Ved Stadsgraven courtyard, København
Building: Statistik offices

Activities: Being developed into hotel and appartments
Built Year: 1969

Palette Palette

Wall is not load-bearing
therefore has a tectonic joint 
with the column 

Cast concrete beam a distinct 
construction element

Exposed lintel in interior as well 
as on the facades

Tactile ceiling texture
of cast concrete

Metal light

Wooden crafted 
handlail. Rounded 
organic shape.

Black painted 
metal railing

Keeping the original 
mint green painted 
walls and concrete 
stair elements

Purposed dark painted stair 
sides to accentuate the vertical 
movement. 
Alusion to the painted brick 
black Plinth, connecting the 
volumes.

Rounded 
metal fixtures

Rounded railing finishing and 
volume

Rounded stair corners

Purposed dark painted stair 
sides correleates with the 
painted black metal railing 
and terrazzo patterns

Dark paint would continue vertical 
composition story of the area 
buildings

Wooden rounded handrail

Ceiling beam rhythm
together with the volumn creates 
distinct cage framing

Expressed construction rhythm
correalating with the volume of 
the connecting courtyard building

Columns become part of the wall 
as well as stand alone

Light zones close to windows 
could be used as inviting 
gathering areas

Movement towards light through 
the shadow area in the middle

Ceiling beam rhythm
continues through the wall and 
creates distinct cage framing

Expressed construction rhythm
correalating with the volume of 
the connecting courtyard building

Columns become part of the wall 
as well as stand alone

Light zones close to windows 
could be used as inviting 
gathering areas

Wooden floors for residential areas

Skirting boards continuing 
emphasised plinth strategy

Movement towards light through 
the shadow area in the middle


